Compactly Supported Radial Basis Function-Based Meshless Method for Photon Propagation Model of Fluorescence Molecular Tomography.
Fluorescence Molecular Tomography (FMT) is a powerful imaging modality for the research of cancer diagnosis, disease treatment and drug discovery. Via three-dimensional (3-D) imaging reconstruction, it can quantitatively and noninvasively obtain the distribution of fluorescent probes in biological tissues. Currently, photon propagation of FMT is conventionally described by the Finite Element Method (FEM), and it can obtain acceptable image quality. However, there are still some inherent inadequacies in FEM, such as time consuming, discretization error and inflexibility in mesh generation, which partly limit its imaging accuracy. To further improve the solving accuracy of photon propagation model (PPM), we propose a novel compactly supported radial basis functions (CSRBFs)-based meshless method (MM) to implement the PPM of FMT. We introduced a series of independent nodes and continuous CSRBFs to interpolate the PPM, which can avoid complicated mesh generation. To analyze the performance of the proposed MM, we carried out numerical heterogeneous mouse simulation to validate the simulated surface fluorescent measurement. Then we performed an in vivo experiment to observe the tomographic reconstruction. The experimental results confirmed that our proposed MM could obtain more similar surface fluorescence measurement with the golden standard (Monte-Carlo method), and more accurate reconstruction result was achieved via MM in in vivo application.